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Living In This World
Sons of Midnight

Hey, guys, I ve never found chords for this wonderful song, so I decided to do
it on my own ;)

   Cadd9                      G                    Dsus4   Em7 
 I walk around town wondering how many hearts been broken

 Cadd9                           G                    Dsus4     Em7    
 All thatÂ´s been shattered cause words that were left unspoken

               Cadd9              G        
 And when it s safe to say nobody really knows

          Dsus4                     Em7      
 When the faith is lost most people let it go

         Cadd9          
 But the clock keeps ticking on

         G                  Dsus4  Em7
 Knowing everything s for a reason
 

                Cadd9              G                     Dsus4  
 Living in this world, sometimes a friend will cross the line

               Em7               Cadd9
 Sometimes you fly and touch the sky

              G                 Dsus4   Em7
 Riches ainÂ´t only diamonds and pearls

                Cadd9               G                 Dsus4 
 Living in this world sometimes you lose the ones you love

               Em7               Am
 Sometimes you think you ve had enough

                C                       Cadd9                  G       Dsus4
 So baby don t give up, living in this world...living in this world..no, 

Em7
oh... 

We all need a way to figure out the wheels in motion
 Cause the train keeps rolling till it reaches our destination
 And when your chips are down you wanna catch Â´em out



 But if you wait a while your hand will come round
 So when your chance comes knocking knowing everything s for a reason. 

Living in this world, sometimes a friend will cross the line
 Sometimes you fly and touch the sky
 Riches ainÂ´t only diamonds and pearls
 Living in this world sometimes you lose the ones you love
 Sometimes you think you ve had enough
 But baby don t give up, living in this world...living in this world 

             Cadd9          G              Dsus4          Em7
 Whenever it rains it pours, whatever you want is yours,

             Cadd9          G              Dsus4         Em7
 Whenever it rains it pours, whatever you want is yours
 

  Cadd9                      G                    Dsus4   Em7
I walk around town wondering how many hearts were broken

     Cadd9                       G                  Dsus4    Em7
 The clock keeps ticking knowing everything s for a reason... 

                             
Living in this world, yeah, living in this world, Living in this world
 

Living in this world, sometimes a friend will cross the line
 Sometimes you fly and touch the sky
 Riches ainÂ´t only diamonds and pearls
 Living in this world sometimes you lose the ones you love
 Sometimes you think you ve had enough
 But baby don t give up, living in this world...living in this world

 
Whenever it rains it pours, whatever you want is yours
 Whenever it rains it pours, whatever you want is yours

        Cadd9                       G                   Dsus4 G
And the clock keeps ticking knowing everythingÂ´s for a reason

Enjoy this wonderful song ;)


